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 P HANDLE HAND TROLLEY
29022

The Impact-A 250kg P Handle Trolley is a 
lightweight and durable trolley that comes 
with large 10” flat free tyres. This trolley 
is made from sturdy 26mm tubular steel, 
which increases strength while making the 
trolley lightweight  and manoeuvrable.

- Puncture proof tyres with poly rim
- 250kg load capacity 
- Multi grip locations - giving you improved  
 grip options for loads
- Trolley size: 1310mm (h) x 530mm (w)  
 x 460mm (d)
- 26mm frame - lead free  
 powder coated
- Wheel size 250mm x 75mm
- Bore size 19.8mm
- Takes an axle diameter 19.65mm 

 MULTI-PURPOSE HAND TROLLEY
29023

The Impact-A Multi-Purpose hand trolley is simple and easy to use. 
The trolley is adjustable and can be converted into a platform style, by 
simply removing the handle and repositioning it. The 10 inch flat free 
puncture proof tyres are great for any type of surface, and along with 
the fully sealed HSS inline bearings, helps you to manage the load. 
With its strong sturdy frame and pram type handle, this trolley will hold 
up to 250kg, perfect for transporting cartons and boxes in the  
delivery industry.

- Puncture proof tyres with poly rim
- 250kg load capacity
- 2 x swivel castor wheels for easy movement
- Heavy-duty construction and fully powder coated
- Ideal for moving many large, heavy objects easily, including those with  
 awkward shapes
- Fully sealed HSS inline bearings
- Trolley Size: 1450mm (h) x 550mm (w) x 460mm (d)

Instructions For Trolley Transformation
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Lay trolley on the ground.

Place handle into frame 
slots check the pins are in 
correctly.

Pull pins out of frame to 
release handle.

Pull pins out of frame to 
release handle.

P HANDLE TROLLEYS

Richmond’s P-Handle trolley range is 
suited to commercial service and the 
rigours of courier and high frequency use 
without breaking the bank.  High quality 
welds, reinforced axles and a range of 
pneumatic or puncture proof wheels 
ensure a reliable trolley for everyday use.

- 1320mm high 
- 10” pneumatic or 10” puncture proof                   
- 200kg load capacity

MIGHTY TOUGH HAND TROLLEYS

Suitable for loads up 
to 300kg, the ‘Mighty 
Tuff’ hand trolley 
range is designed for 
long term heavy duty 
use.  Available with a 
variety of pneumatic or 
puncture proof wheels 
to suit your needs.

Trolley  
Size

Wheel 
Type

Load 
Capacity

Product  
Code

1180 x 370mm 10” Pneumatic 200kg MTR101

1180 x 370mm 12” Pneumatic 300kg MTR102

1180 x 370mm 10” Puncture Proof 200kg MTR100

EASY TILT HAND TROLLEYS

This Australian design halves the 
amount of effort required to tilt the 
load off the ground. A spring loaded 
foot operated lever tilts the wheel 
axle into the best position for lifting 
and moving the load.
- 300kg load capacity 
- 10” or 12” pneumatics 
- 10” or 12” puncture proof

Trolley 
Size

Wheel 
Type

Load 
Capacity

Product  
Code

1290 x 370mm Pneumatic 300kg ETR106
1290 x 370mm Puncture Proof 300kg ETR107
1360 x 370mm Pneumatic 300kg ETR108
1360 x 370mm Puncture Proof 300kg ETR112
1300 x 430mm Pneumatic 300kg ETR109
1300 x 430mm Puncture Proof 300kg ETR110

STAIR CLIMBER TROLLEYS

Designed to safely manoeuvre heavy 
items such as refrigerators, cabinets 
and more up and down stairs and 
steps. Features 150mm rebound 
rubber dolly wheels, loading strips, 
sturdy welds and reinforced axles.

- Up to 300kg capacity 
- 1200mm or 1500mm high 
- Optional ratchet strap
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MATERIALS HANDLING / WHEELS AND CASTORS

LIFT TABLES

Ideal for any warehouse, factory, 
hospital or industry where lifting 
and transporting of heavy goods 
or materials is required. Fitted 
with lockable castors and a choice 
of manual or powered units to 
ensure durability and ease of 
manoeuvrability.

- 200kg - 500kg working load 
- Variety of Table Sizes              
- Manual or Powered units

SERVICE TROLLEYS

A versatile and durable 
trolley range suitable 
for Hospitality, Medical, 
Catering, Function Centres 
and more. Non-marking 
wheels and large lipped 
shelves to hold various 
equipment and supplies.

- Black or Grey 
- 2,3 or 4 tier                                
- Enclosed sides available

GRAVITY CONVEYORS

Ideal for moving heavy 
and non-standard shaped 
items along processing or 
packaging lines. 
Modular interlocking 
sections ensure flexibility, 
safety and efficiency.   
Our range of gravity 
conveyor solutions include 
gravity conveyor systems, 
conveyor bends, conveyor 
rollers, gravity conveyor 
frames, and stands.

Custom gravity conveyors 
and rollers can also be 
manufactured to suit.

PALLET JACKS

Industry leading construction 
combined with easy access 
entry and exit rollers specifically 
designed for Australian hardwood 
pallets. Two standard widths 
available with high quality 
hydraulics to handle tough loads 
up to 2500kg.

- 2500kg safe working load 
- Standard or low profile 
- Spare parts available     

BALL TRANSFERS
Richmond can customise ball transfer tables 
to suit your specific application, whether the 
requirement is for a recessed transfer table or 
multiple ball transfers in a designated area.

From a simple carbon steel ball bearing for 
a lawn mower wheel, to a massive double 
row cylindrical roller bearing used in a 
Gantry railway wheel, our team will be able 
to use their experience to provide a solution.

BEARING & SLEAVES

SKATE DOLLIES

Richmond’s Skate Dollies 
are used by shopfitters, 
removalists and freight 
companies to reduce awkward 
and heavy lifting.  Featuring 
swivel castors the dollies work 
as a rolling platform to move 
loads from 100kg to 500kg

- Timber or Rubber deck           
- A range of shapes & sizes       
- High-quality swivel castors         

BEAVER BRAKE HAND WINCH 
(WITHOUT ROPE)
BHW800 / BHW1200

 - Model BHW800
• Rated Pulling capacity 360kg/3.53 kN
• Rated Hoisting capacity 180kg

 - Model BHW1200
• Rated Pulling capacity 550kg/5.39 kN
• Rated Hoisting capacity 275kg

BEAVER HAND PALLET TRUCK AND TROLLEY 
PLATFORM
342601 / 342525

 - 342601 Pallet Truck 2.5t
• Strong yet lightweight steel 

construction
• Heavy duty, high quality 

polyurethane wheels
• Ergonomic, easy to use design
• Complies to AS 2615

 - 342525 Trolley Platform 250kg
• Heavy duty steel construction
• Heavy duty polyurethane castors 

(front fixed and back swivel)
• Easy to use and maneuver
• Complies to AS 2615
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STAINLESS STEEL BENCHES

COOLROOM SHELVING

Overall  
Dimensions (mm)

Splashback  
Dimensions (mm)

Product  
Code

1200(W) x 600(L)x 900(H) N/A BEN001

1500(W) x 600(L)x 900(H) N/A BEN002

1800(W) x 600(L)x 900(H) N/A BEN005

1200(W) x 580(L)x 900(H) 1200(W) x 150(H) BEN003

1500(W) x 580(L)x 900(H) 1500(W) x 150(H) BEN004

1800(W) x 580(L)x 900(H) 1800(W) x 150(H) BEN006

Description Overall  
Dimensions (mm)

Product  
Code

4 Tier Stainless Steel  
Coolroom Shelving

1200mm(W) x 380mm(L)  
x 1600mm(H) SHE001

4 Tier Stainless Steel  
Coolroom Shelving

1500mm(W) x 380mm(L )  
x 1600mm(H) SHE002

Richmond stock a range 
of heavy-duty grade 304 
stainless steel benches, 
suitable for commercial, 
industrial or domestic use. 
Simple to assemble – all 
stainless-steel benches 
come flat packed for easy 
handling and installation. 
These benches are 
perfect for a wide range of 
applications, from home 
garage use to commercial 
kitchens.

Improve efficiency in repeat picking and packing applications  
and reduce manual handling with a Richmond Order Picker.  
Compatible with Richmond’s range of stack & nest tubs these  
trolleys are available in single, double, and stainless varieties.

Richmond’s 4-tier, grade 304 stainless-steel shelving makes the perfect 
storage solution for any items in a wet or dry environment. The sturdy 
heavy-duty clip-on shelves with a square stainless-steel frame provide  
a sturdy structure that is quick and easy to clip together.

GALVANISED ROCKING TROLLEYS

Description Trolley 
Size (mm)

Safe Working 
Load

Product  
Code

Narrow Single Handle 990 x 460 450kg PGR100

Wide Trolley  
Single Handle 1140 x 565 450kg PGR200

Narrow Twin Platform 
Single Handle 990 x 460 450kg PGR101

Wide Twin Platform 
Single Handle 1140 x 565 450kg PGR201

Narrow Trolley  
Twin Handle 1140 x 460 500kg PGR400

Wide Trolley  
Twin Handle 1140 x 565 500kg PGR300

Narrow Twin Platform 
Twin Handle 1140 x 460 500kg PGR401

Wide Twin Platform 
Twin Handle 1140 x 565 500kg PGR301

Richmond’s range of galvanised 6 wheel stock platform trolleys are 
perfect for transporting stock around a busy store, produce market, 
factory or warehouse. These trolleys feature an innovative 6 wheel 
rocking design that keeps the centre wheel grounded at all times 
allowing for full 360 degree movement around tight spaces.

- Galvanised steel construction
- Single and twin platform models available

STAINLESS STEEL SERVICE 
TROLLEYS

With an attractive stainless steel finish these durable trolleys offer the 
ideal solution for any busy kitchen, restaurant, or lab environment. 
Available in 2 or 3 tier varieties these stainless steel trolleys are easy 
to clean and sterilise, making them perfect for use in any environment 
where health and hygiene are important. 

Description Platform 
Size (mm)

Safe Working 
Load

Product  
Code

3 Tier Grade 304 Stainless 
Service Trolley 750(L) x 460(W) 50kg per shelf STR333

2 Tier Grade 304 Stainless 
Service Trolley – Flat Top 950(L) x 500(W) 50kg per shelf STR234

2 Tier Grade 304 Stainless 
Service Trolley – Flat Top 750(L) x 400(W) 50kg per shelf STR233

2 Tier Grade 304 Stainless 
Service Trolley 750(L) x 400(W) 50kg per shelf STR230

2 Tier Grade 304 Stainless 
Service Trolley 950(L) x 500(W) 50kg per shelf STR228

3 Tier Grade 304 Stainless 
Service Trolley 950(L) x 500(W) 50kg per shelf STR331

ORDER PICKING TROLLEYS


